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Abstract 
In these days, quite a many types of electrical device/ unit use inverters as their key components. And, most of such 
inverters conventionally employ the Royer’s circuit which is designed to use pulse current of rectangular form as 
input.  On the other hand, the inverter prototype that the author has developed features the two points that 1) it 
employs pulse current of sharp spike form as input, and that 2) it takes advantage of transient phenomenon to be 
occurred simultaneously in the circuit for attaining a certain level improvement of the efficiency.  Taking advantage 
of the above two features in combination; it becomes possible to develop a new type of inverter driven by positive 
EMF which gives outstanding efficiency.  Now, consider what is “positive EMF”?  It is electromotive force which is 
in the same direction as that of the input current. On the other hand, the so-called “back EMF” to be induced 
according to the well-known Faraday’s law, is in the direction reverse to the input current. They are utterly different 
in nature.  The value of the positive EMF to be induced in the coil depends on the rate of change of magnetic flux, 
where the second-order and even higher-order time derivatives of magnetic flux are involved. 
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1. Introduction 
 The fundamental working principles of the inverter by this invention are based upon the hypotheses 
and conclusions which were reported previously by the author [1, 2].  Therefore, before going into the 
detailed explanation on the inverter, the outlines of these references are described below.  
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 In the earlier time before being involved in the research on this inverter, the author had been engaged 
for years in the research of an unusual phenomenon which is observed in association with electromagnetic 
induction. The outcomes from the research works made during these years, are the above-mentioned two 
research reports which are listed as the references cited in this research report. In brief, one of the 
important conclusions of the above two reports in combination, is that there is a possibility for “unknown 
electromagnetic induction” to exist in reality. And its property is far different from that of the 
electromagnetic induction in accordance with the Faraday's law.  
 In Ide [1], the unknown EMF which is experimentally identified, is called as “positive EMF”. The 
word “positive” means that the EMF to be caused is in the same direction as that of the input current.  In 
other word, its direction is just reverse to that of the well-known “back EMF” to be induced according to 
the Faraday's law. The unknown EMF was discovered when the author was working in a series of 
experiments on a motor that introduces unique driving method.   
 In the earlier stage of the research, the author made investigation on the working characteristics of a 
type of motor to be driven by the current discharged from the capacitor to a pair of the coils of the stators.  
And, its rotor is located at the middle point between the two coils of the stator, and the axes of the two 
coils facing each other, are set in a common line. 
 In the result of the above investigation, it was discovered that an unusual type of EMF had been 
induced there, and that it was particularly remarkable in the condition that the stator's two coils which are 
installed so as to face each other, are set in the repelling mode. In other word, such a phenomenon was 
observed only when two identical magnetic fields which were generated from each coil, repel each other. 
It is also discovered that difference between the experimentally observed value of EMF and the 
theoretical value calculated according to Faraday's law, was particularly remarkable in the repelling 
mode.  
 In order to effectively explain the above stated phenomenon, the author proposed a hypothesis that 
“Only when electromagnetic fields generated constitute a special configuration, positive EMF may be 
caused”. Here the word “positive” means its direction is in reverse to that of Faraday's “back EMF”.  
When positive EMF is caused in a coil, the current in the coil will be accelerated, so that the intensity of 
the current will also be increased accordingly. Namely, current value in the coil will become much more 
than theoretically expected for an input voltage. In addition, as a by-product of the research, it has also 
experimentally been confirmed that the internal resistance loss of each coil, has been apparently reduced 
under the existence of such positive EMF.   
 In Ide [2], a series of tests in the same experimental condition as that reported in Ide [1], was 
conducted by using the identical motor whose coils of the stator are in a different design from that of the 
motor reported in Ide [1].  What is to be additionally noted there is that a new means was introduced to 
improve the precision of theoretical calculation for simulation to a further extent. The one more thing to 
be noted is the introduction of an “unusualness checking index”. The index is represented as the deviation 
of experimentally observed value from theoretically calculated value.    
 In Ide [1], it is reported that positive EMF is observed only in a pair of coils of the stators, which 
generate a pair of identical counter electromagnetic fields to repel each other.  However, one of the 
conclusions reported previously by the author [2], suggests that positive EMF can generally appear in a 
coil of any type, design or condition, even though the effective EMF may not be strong enough, compared 
to those caused in the repelling mode. 
 In other words, it is possible for positive EMF to be caused more or less even in a common or 
ordinary electromagnetic system such as electric motor, electric generator and power transformer, 
although it may not be strong enough to be sensed by an ordinary measuring device. The reason for that is 
presumed to be that since such a common system uses input power of a low frequency sine wave form, 
the output level of caused positive EMF cannot be large enough.  Even if someone else happens to 
experimentally discover such EMF in an usual electromagnetic system, the unusual data is very likely to 
be ignored or treated as a measurement error, because no such notion as “positive EMF” has been popular 
in the world of this day. 
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 The other important conclusion reported previously by the author [2], is that there is orderliness in 
the data of caused positive EMF. The reason this discovery of such orderliness is largely owing to a 
drastic improvement in the precision level of simulation.  In the result, a remarkably clear orderliness is 
recognized in the obtained deviation data. Here, deviation means the difference between the 
experimentally observed value and theoretical value calculated based the Faraday's law. Accordingly, if 
“positive EMF” exists in reality, it is natural to presume that the component(s) attributable to the positive 
EMF must compose the above said deviation.  Based upon such consideration, the author has proposed a 
hypothesis that “positive EMF is a function of the second or higher time derivatives of the magnetic flux 
caused”. 
 The well-known Faraday's EMF is expressed as the function only of the term of the first time-
derivative of magnetic flux.  Due to the fact that the second and/or higher time derivative components of 
magnetic flux have never been paid attention, even if someone found the phenomenon so far. it must have 
been ignored until today.  There are two most important points be noted here,  the first one is that the 
terms to reflect such non-linear components which are completely independent of the component of 
Faraday's EMF, exist in reality, and the second one that the direction of the non-linear components to act, 
are just in reverse to that of Faraday's EMF.  
 The working principle of the inverter by this invention totally reflects the cores of the hypotheses and 
conclusions obtained through the research works, which are described in the said two references.   It is 
presumed that sharp spike pulse is more likely to cause positive EMF, because its steepness could 
effectively cause components of time-derivatives of the second and/or higher orders. If current of pulse of 
such a form is put to the input terminal of the primary coil of a transformer, actually due to the effect of 
positive EMF, the existing input current will be intensified to a level which is further higher than that 
expected for an ordinary type of input power source.  Consequently, it is possible to say that magnetic 
energy in the amount to exceed the value estimated from calculation may be caused within the 
transformer. This is one of the key points for developing a hyper-efficient inverter that is the theme of this 
research report.  
2. Hyper-Efficient Inverter 
 As the readers already may know, an inverter is a unit to convert DC input power to AC output 
power. An inverter is basically composed of a transformer and an oscillating circuit to chop a DC input 
current.  In most cases, the Royer's circuit is employed as the oscillating circuit.  However, on the other 
hand, there is the most basic circuit such as shown in Figure 1, which uses a conventional method to 
produce AC power output in the secondary coil of the transformer, by simply repeating on-off switching 
actions onto the input current running in the primary coil. In the case of the inverter discussed here, the 
latter type circuit is adopted.  
According to Faraday's law, output voltage from the secondary coil of a transformer, is determined 
only by the first order time-derivative of magnetic flux.  When the inductance of the transformer is set to 
a constant value, output voltage from the transformer, is determined by the first order time-derivative of 
input current. (See the 1st term of the equation (1) shown below.)  
 
d d( L i ) di dLEMF L i
dt dt dt dt
)       , (1) 
where,)  is the magnetic flux, L is the inductance, i is the current, and t is time. 
 Therefore, input current which is mostly composed of DC component, is most disadvantageous for 
producing high AC voltage output.  From such consideration, it is obvious that the Royer's circuit which 
is driven by current of approximately rectangular wave which is mostly composed of DC component, is 
inefficient. 
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Figure 1.  Schematic diagram of the inverter. 
 
 The ideal wave form of driving pulse current in order to extremely reduce DC component, is a spike 
form. It makes it possible to minimize time for DC current to flow in the primary coil of a transformer. 
However, it is practically difficult for us to produce driving pulse current of such a form.  To overcome 
the problem, the author introduced triangle pulse wave as an alternative of it, which has an advantage in 
feasibility.  
 Based on the above consideration, we developed a unit to generate steep triangle form pulse wave by 
employing a switching circuit composed of MOS transistors. In the case of this, it is practically 
unavoidable to have the non-steep area at the summit of each triangle composed of the two sides (the rise-
up side and the fall-down side). See Figure 2. 
Here the author temporarily calls thus generated “triangle form pulse” as “spike form pulse” because 
the author thinks that we should regard the former as the practical alternative of the latter, to proceed 
discussion conveniently at least in the remaining part of this report.  
                                       (a)                                                                                                         (b) 
Figure 2.  (a) Spike form pulse and (b) Triangle form pulse 
 
 Now, it is considered that the rise-up and fall-down sides of a spike form pulse, are made of very 
high frequency components.  It is presumed that such a tendency is much more remarkable in the narrow 
but non-flat area at the summit of the triangle. Therefore, if pulse current of this type is input to the 
primary coil of a transformer, very sudden and sharp change will occur in the magnetic field of the 
magnetic core. That is, it is the very ideal condition to efficiently cause positive EMF induction.  Because 
of that, spike form pulse current are used in the  driving circuit of the inverter. 
 However, after a number of experiments conducted, the author conceived that it would not be 
possible to realize a hyper-efficient inverter having an efficiency to drastically exceeds that of 
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conventional one, as long as a common type of transformer as shown in Figure 1, is used as its basic 
component.  Then, in order to break the situation, the author determined to integrate a special type of 
transformer which is designed to produce a unique electromagnetic configuration in the inverter. It is a 
method to generate positive EMF as well, on the other hand.  In other word, it is a method to take 
advantage of a unique electromagnetic configuration to be created by a pair of counter magnetic fields 
repelling each other, which is located in the area of an air gap made in the transformer. 
 The above decision finally contributed to the successful development of a kind of hyper-efficient 
inverter. It has been examined that the inverter which has been developed thus , really has a high 
efficiency to always exceed that of any type of inverter existing.  The detailed specifications of the 
innovative type of inverter will be reported in the paper to be finally submitted.   
 Apart from the above, the author also succeeded in the development of another type of hyper-
efficient inverter to use a common type of transformer as its basic component, with the introduction of a 
kind of innovative driving method. The detailed description of the by-product inverter is as follows. 
 After the first spike pulse is put in the primary coil of the transformer, the induced voltage 
corresponding, due to the transient phenomenon, will be caused in the secondary coil. Then in a timing 
before the induced voltage still remains in the secondary coil, the second spike pulse of the input current 
will be put in the primary coil.  And the same action shall be made also for the third pulse and the 
subsequent pulses. By continuing such actions, current in the primary coil will be dramatically intensified 
in proportionate to the number of repetition.  In the result, an avalanche-like phenomenon will occur, in 
which output voltage reaches an extraordinary high level. 
 It may be needless to say, but it should be noted that such a phenomenon occurs even in the condition 
that the secondary coil bears a resistor load. The level of the output voltage from the secondary coil, will 
saturate at a certain level depending on the value of the existing load. However, the level may reach more 
than double that of current simply caused by a single spike pulse.  
 It is possible to make the above stated phenomenon to happen by shortening the repetition interval of 
spike form pulses. The author calls this phenomenon as “avalanche effect”. It can be caused by 
superposing a number of transient waves existing in the secondary coil. Owing very much to the 
avalanche effect, a hyper-efficient inverter, which is the target of this research, has been realized.   
2.1 The electrical circuit diagrams of the prototype units, and the measurement results 
 Figure 3 shows the circuit diagrams of an inverter according to this invention, and its external 
appearance, where  Figure 3(a) shows the electrical circuit diagram of the inverter in which a typical 
ordinary transformer is integrated, Figure 3(b) shows the electrical circuit diagram of the inverter in 
which a transformer according to this invention to generate a pair of counter magnetic fields to repel each 
other, is integrated, and  Figure 3(c) shows the external appearance of the total system of the inverter used 
for experiments. 
 In Figure 3 (a), direct current supplied from the DC power source whose voltage level is in the range 
of 38V to 54V, is input to the primary coil of the transformer after being chopped by a MOS transistor. 
The power to be output from the secondary coil of the transformer, is consumed in the load resistor R.  
 In Figure 3(b), a transformer which is designed so as to generate a pair of counter magnetic fields to 
repel each other, has two output terminals, to each of which a load resistance is connected. 
 M1, M2, M3 and M4, are magnetic cores the coils, and has the same specifications.  It is designed so 
that currents running in M3 and M4, shall build up a pair of counter magnetic fields to repel each other. It 
also should be noted that a thin air gap exists between the magnetic cores M3 and M4.   
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Figure 3.  (a) Ordinary type of transfermer design, (b) Transformer design to produce counter magnetic fields, and (c) Experimental 
system. 
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 Measurement of the values of input power and output power to and from the inverter, was made b
using Yokogawa’s Power Analyzer PZ4000 shown in Figure 3(c). It is a four-channel unit featuring 
high-speed sampling function. It has the capability to record the measured power values in parall
through the four channels, utilizing a number of voltage sensors and current sensors, each of which 
electrically insulated from each other.  Therefore, the device is able not only to calculate power, but als
to show on the display unit, the digital values measured together with the wave forms, by each channel. 
means that we could get the correct value of RMS even in the case in which the obtained wave form 
distorted or crooked to a certain extent. Moreover, from data of wave forms stored in the memory, it 
also possible to calculate the value of RMS of voltage, current and/or power in any desired time span. 
 Element 1, Element 2 and Element 3 in Figure 3, are power sensor units.  Element 1 is one for inpu
and Element 2 and Element 3 are ones for output. Incidentally, in the case of a transformer to generate
pair of counter magnetic fields to repel each other, the value of the output power will become equal to th
sum of those of Element 2 and Element 3.  
 CH1, CH3 and CH5 are the voltage sensors. Each of them has input impedance of 1 mega ohms, an
electrically insulated [floated] from the others.  CH2, CH4 and CH6 are the current sensors. Each of the
has the shunt resistance of 0.1 ohm, and is electrically insulated from the others. The sampling frequenc
is 5 mega Hertz, and the vertical resolution is 12 bits.  
 For the purpose of confirmation, measurement of output values from the DC power source was mad
by using other type of measuring devices, and compared to those obtained by using the Power Analyz
PZ4000. In the result, it is found that there is no significant difference between the two cases, although 
is recognized that the data obtained from the Power Analyzer PZ4000, tends to be slightly larger. . 
 
 
Figure 4.  The wave forms of the driving pulse current used in the transformer of an inverter by this invention: (a) Wave form used
in an ordinary transformer; (b) Wave form used in a transformer designed to produce   counter magnetic fields    
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Figure 5.   The relations of efficiency (%) and load resistance (ohm) of the inverters tested: (a) Inverter having an ordinary 
transformer;  (b) Inverter having a transformer designed to produce   counter magnetic fields    
 
 The electrical circuits of the system, which is employed in the prototype units used for th
experiment, was driven using a number of types of driving pulse signal (parameters), for the purpose 
check the differences.  
 Figure 4 shows their wave forms. Namely, Figure 4(a) is the typical wave forms of the driving pul
used for an ordinary transformer, which corresponds to the circuit diagram shown in Figure 3(a). Figu
4(b) is the wave forms of the driving pulse used for a transformer according to this invention, whic
corresponds to the circuit diagram  shown in Figure 3(b). (The latter transformer is designed so as to bui
up a pair of counter magnetic fields to repel each other.) 
 In Figure 4 (a) and Figure 4 (b), <1> is a square shape pulse wave with a larger DC component,   <2
is the square wave of a smaller pulse width, <3> is a spike wave whose DC component is at a minimum
and <4> is so called “quick pulse wave” whose repetition cycle is shorter than of <3>. 
 Figure 5 shows the results of the measurements. The x-axis is load resistance, and y- axis is th
efficiency (%) of the inverter. <1>, <2>, <3> and <4> shown in Figure 5, correspond to <1>, <2>, <3
and <4> shown in Figure 4, respectively. 
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 The curves in Figure 5(a) show the result of the measurement on an ordinary transformer, and the 
curves in Figure 5(b) shows the result of the measurement on a transformer according to this invention, 
which is designed to generate a pair of counter magnetic fields to repel each other.  
 Each point indicated in the curves, is the average value calculated from as many as 400 to 8000 wave 
forms obtained in a series of experiments.  
3. Analysis Of The Results And Considerations 
 From the result shown in Figure 5, it is known that with the introduction of spike form as the driving 
pulse wave form, the efficiency of either an ordinary transformer or a transformer according to this 
invention, could be improved to a great extent. 
 From the wave forms shown in <1>, <2>, <3>,and <4> of Figure 4, it is also known that the more the 
driving pulse wave form becomes likely to spike wave form, the higher the efficiency will become.   
 The wave form <1> shown in Figure 5(a) that has the largest DC component, corresponds to the 
condition that is most close to the case of an ordinary inverter. It is beyond anticipation that it still has the 
efficiency in the level to slightly exceed 100% even in such condition.   
 Here, the author would like to make consideration on the above phenomenon, based upon the wave 
forms recorded in the Power Analyzer.  
 Figure 6 shows the wave forms of output voltage, recorded in the Power Analyzer PZ4000, in the 
case that input voltage to an ordinary transformer is driven by a single square pulse wave having a large 
DC component.  Figure 6(a) shows a single square wave pulse to drive input voltage to the transformer.   
Figure 6(b) shows the output voltage wave form in the case that the load resistance is small (R=50 ohms).  
Figure 6(c) shows the output voltage wave form in the case that the load resistance is large (R=991 
ohms).   
 Incidentally, because the load is composed only of ohm resistance(s), the input current wave form 
becomes likely to the output voltage wave form. Numerical values (%) shown in Figure 6(b) and Figure 
6(c) are the efficiencies of each divided section of the wave form.   
 Speaking of Figure 6(b) for example, the efficiency of the section in the range from the point when 
input current starts to run, to the point when it is turned off, is 84%.  The efficiency of a short period 
immediately after input current is turned off, is 196%.  The efficiency of one single cycle of square wave  
driving pulse, is 87%.  These values happen to coincide with the average of hundreds of the values which 
are obtained from the wave form analysis. See  Figure 5(a).    
   In contrast to the above, as for the section of the wave form shown in Figure 6(c), during a certain 
period immediately after input current starts to run, a high level of efficiency of 142% is observed.  In the 
time period after the moment until input current is turned off, the efficiency is 85%.  
 Thereafter even after the value of input current becomes close to zero, remaining transient waves of 
voltage to run in the reverse direction, continues to exist. The efficiency in this time period is still kept in 
a high level to exceed 100%.  
 The total efficiency in a single cycle of square wave pulse, is calculated based on the above results, 
as 103%. This value coincides with that shown in Figure 5(a).   
 There are two important points to be noted on the data shown in Figure 6.  The first point is the fact 
that a higher efficiency has been obtained particularly in the area which is ordinarily regarded as noise 
generated when the switch of input current is turned on or off.  The second point is the fact that even after 
input current decreases to the level of near zero, the transient wave remaining in the secondary coil of the 
transformer continues to exist for a longer time than expected, while the efficiency of the transformer in 
this duration is in a fairly higher level as well. 
 The section to give the lowest efficiency of 84% or 85%, exists near the middle point of the driving 
pulse width where the value of DC component becomes maximum.  Interesting enough, these values are 
close to those in the case of an ordinary inverter.  In the case its output is mostly used in the form of direct 
current after rectifying it. 
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Figure 6  Output voltage’s wave forms observed when an ordinary transformer is driven with a single square wave; (a) The driving 
pulse’s wave form; (b) wave form of the case of small load resistance; (c) wave form of the case of large load resistance. 
 
 Oscillating waves of relatively large amplitude is caused when the input switch is turned on/off.  
Such waves have been treated as a cause of noise, and ignored so far.  The phenomenon may be very 
much responsible for preventing an inverter of hyper efficiency from being developed before the inverter 
of this invention by this invention appears.   
 On the other hand, the inverter by this invention, makes effective use not only of the most efficient 
portion which is caused by switching actions to turn on/off the input current, but also of the remaining 
transient waves to be caused after the switch is turned off, for generating output power.  Particularly, by 
the introduction of spike wave pulse, it will become possible to make use only of the most efficient 
portion, if not including the flat DC component. It is presumed that the introduction of spike form pulse 
wave is the key factor to make successful the development of an inverter that produces a hyper efficiency 
of unexpected level. 
 In addition, based on the above facts, it is also presumed that positive EMF to be caused when the 
switch of input current of spike wave pulses is turned on/off, is the key factor to bring about such a hyper 
efficiency.   
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3.1 Transformer designed to make use of counter magnetic fields 
 One of the common conclusions reported in the both literature of the references #1 and #2 which are 
cited in this report, is that considerably strong positive EMF is observed of a motor which has a design to 
have a magnetic configuration having a pair of counter magnetic fields.  
 Here a pair of counter magnetic fields is magnetic fields to be generated from a pair of coils, having 
the identical magnetic polarity N or S, and being set in the geometrical position so as to face each other 
and to mutually repel, while sandwiching a thin air gap between them. 
 It is almost impossible to find in the market, a conventional type of transformer which is designed to 
give such a magnetic configuration.   The reason for that may be in that people think in that way “even if 
a set of coils having the design to produce counter magnetic fields repelling each other, is feasibly 
available, the original efficiency will be impaired to a great extent. It is a common sense”. In addition, it 
is a commonly known fact that to install an air gap in the coils’ cores, becomes the cause of the leak of 
magnetic flux, leading to lowering the efficiency of a transformer.   
 On the other hand, through the research activities made by the author so far, it has been discovered 
that it is very effective to install a component designed to produce a pair of counter magnetic fields in a 
transformer, for the improvement of its efficiency, by introducing a special method to drive the electrical 
circuit.  
 For example, if spike wave pulse current is input to a transformer having the circuit designed to 
generate a pair of counter magnetic fields, in the instance of a sharp rise-up, positive EMF will be caused 
to accelerate the current running in the pair of the coils facing each other to generate counter magnetic 
fields.  
 On the other hand, in the instance when the spike current is turned off, it will work so as to quickly 
decrease the current remaining in the coils. (Note: This phenomenon may also be explained by the 
Lentz’s law.) 
 It is presumed that acceleration and deceleration of the current running in the primary coil, could act 
very effectively on the output of the secondary coil. In other words, in this case, it is speculated that 
during the transient time period to be caused when the input switch is turned off or on, a considerably 
larger magnetic energy is caused in such a transformer, than in the case of an transformer having an 
ordinary magnetic configuration which is shown in Figure 1, supposing that the amplitudes of each input 
voltage are same.  
 An additional improvement of the efficiency of an inverter has been attained by means to introduce a 
unique method to drive such a new type of transformer as above-mentioned.  The method is to use spike 
wave form pulse, as input current.  In comparison of the curve 5(a) of an ordinary transformer, to the 
curve 5(b) of a transformer having a design to produce counter magnetic fields, it is quite obvious that the 
latter exceeds the former in any aspect, supposing the characteristics of the driving wave are same. 
3.2  Inverter to make use of quick spike pulses 
 If the first pulse of spike form pulse current is put in the primary coil of the inverter shown in Figure 
7(a), voltage and current of the similar form will be caused in the secondary coil bearing a resistative 
load. However, the output voltage will widely change or oscillate along the amplitude axis from not only 
the positive value range but also the negative value range, and it will remain to exist for a fairly long time. 
Let us call this wave as “remaining transient wave”. 
 If the second spike pulse (indicated by the arrow "A" shown in Figure 7(b)) is put in the primary coil 
before the transient wave which has been caused by the first spike pulse and is remaining in the secondary 
coil, disappears, a dramatic scale change in the magnetic flux will be caused, compared to that of the case 
in which the second spike pulse is input to the primary coil after the remaining transient wave has already 
disappeared. (Figure 7(a) and 7(b)) 
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 Particularly it is presumed that sudden change in the magnetic flux will be caused in the conditions 
that transient wave remaining in the secondary coil, runs in the reverse direction of that in the primary 
coil, and that the absolute value of the amplitude of the remaining transient wave is large enough. 
 On the other hand, it is also possible to make another consideration from a different angle. Namely, 
we can regard the above fact as that both the primary coil and the secondary coil of a transformer, will 
generate magnetic flux which are in a sort of repelling mode, as they are. 
 This view is backed up with the conclusions of the author [1, 2]) that two identical magnetic fields 
facing each other in the repelling mode will cause most strong positive EMF. Therefore, in the timing 
when the absolute value of positive EMF exceeds that of the Faraday's back EMF, the input current in the 
primary coil will start to be accelerated.  
 Namely, the positive EMF caused by the first pulse, will help intensify the second spike pulse, so that 
the intensity of the input current will virtually increase and exceed that due to the first spike pulse.  
 What is to be noted here is that the input current will increase in the condition that voltage level of 
the input DC power source is maintained at a constant value. In the result, the strength of the remaining 
transient wave which is caused in the secondary coil due to the second pulse will become quite large. 
 Then, when the third spike pulse is subsequently input in the primary coil in the timing before the 
remaining transient wave disappears, much stronger positive EMF will be caused. (Figure 7(c) and 7(d)). 
 If such actions as the above are made repeatedly, the output voltage will be increased in every 
repetition cycle, so that the phenomenon of avalanche-like amplification of output voltage will finally 
occur.  However there exists a maximum limit of the level of the output voltage and its value will 
approach to a certain constant value of saturation in a short time.  (Figure 7(e)). 
 The above stated avalanche-like phenomenon to be caused by the effect of superposition of 
remaining transient wave is one of the key features of an inverter by this invention. The phenomenon 
which will occur immediately after the power switch is turned ON can be visually observed using a 
measuring unit such as Power Analyzer PZ4000.  
But when repetition cycle of spike pulse current is too low (or the interval between spike pulses is too 
large), such an avalanche-like phenomenon will not occur.  
 Here, further consideration is made on input and output of the inverter below. As stated above, one of 
the key points on this inverter's working principle, is that spike form pulse current which is put in the 
primary coil, will be intensified by the positive EMF which has been caused by the previous pulse, so that 
magnetic energy in the transformer will be increased. If the input current is intensified, the input power is 
also increased.  
 However, from the fact that the voltage of a DC power source is constant, it is obvious that the input 
power will simply increase in proportionate to the value of input current.  
Here, the author would like to ask the readers to pay attention to the following point.  That is, the 
phenomenon of input current to be intensified [multiplied], is not at all due to the length of time during 
which the switch of input pulse current is turned on. But, input current is intensified every time a spike 
pulse enters the primary coil during the time period of same length. That is caused by positive EMF 
which has been generated in the system. See Figure 7(c) and Figure 7(d). 
 Incidentally, in order to intensify input current in the coils of an ordinary transformer in which not 
such a phenomenon can occur, the only way to do so is to increase the driving time, in the conditions that 
output voltage of the DC power source, inductance of the coils and ohm resistance of each coil, remains 
constant.     
 On the other hand, the amount of magnetic energy held in a transformer, will increase in 
proportionate to the square of the input current.   The magnetic energy is expressed by  
 2
1
2
E L i  , (2) 
where,  L is the inductance of coil and  i is the current.  
 Therefore, the increasing rate of the output power of the secondary coil will become larger than that 
of input power. 
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Figure 7.  Wave forms to show the avalanche effect observed when driving the transformer with quick spike pulses; (a) Wave of  a 
single spike pulse to drive; (b) Waves of output voltage and current, caused by a single spike pulse; (c) Waves of quick spike pulse; 
(d) Waves of quick spike pulse current to be input to the   transformer; (e) Waves of quick spike pulse current to be output from the 
transformer (an avalanche-like phenomenon). 
 
 The evidence to prove the above description can be obtained by observing the input/output wave 
forms of the inverter with Power Analyzer PZ-4000. Namely, by the observation it is recognized that 
while the input power only increases in simply proportionate to the input current, both voltage and current 
of the secondary coil increase in proportionate to the strength of the input current.  It means that the 
output power of the secondary coil has increased to a great extent. Therefore, it is concluded that the 
increasing rate of the output power will exceed that of input power.  
 According to the principle stated above, a drastic improvement in the efficiency of an inverter has 
been attained successfully.  
 In addition, a total of seven test prototypes of inverter according to the specifications of the newly 
developed method, have been made so far.  And, it has been confirmed that every one of them works 
properly as expected. In other words, there is no problem on the reproducibility of operation. 
4. Unexplainable Phenomena On Inverters By This Invention 
 The phenomena listed below are still unexplainable: 
1. The values of output currents which are measured by using a 100 mega ohms digital storage oscilloscope 
(Panasonic VP-5740A) in combination with a clamp type current probe (Tektronix A6303, AM503), are 
always far larger than those recorded by Power Analyzer PZ2400. 
2. Amount of heat generated from the load resistance which is connected to the output terminal of the 
transformer, is not large enough to meet the value expected from the corresponding output voltage value 
measured.  In addition, it seems that the apparent load resistance has been decreased by a unknown reason. 
3. No remarkable temperature rises in the inverter system, were not observed through a number of operations. 
On the contrary, it is observed in most cases that the temperature of part of the magnetic cores composing 
of the transformer is lowered to a level below the room temperature, or it sticks around the original 
temperature.  
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4. There is an index called “differential efficiency” to assess the efficiency of an inverter. The index is 
expressed by the ratio of the increment of output to the increment of input. If trying to calculate the index of 
an inverter according to this invention based on the measured data, the index value will be more than 
1000%.   
5. If the value of input power to the transformer is measured with the load resistances connected to the output 
terminals of the transformer, the RMS value of input power, will become negative when the load resistance 
value goes beyond the threshold value (singular point).  It is known from a wave form analysis that this 
phenomenon is caused by the phase difference between input voltage wave and input current wave. Simply 
interpreting this phenomenon, the efficiency of a transformer as a single unit becomes infinite at the 
singular point, and its value will become negative in the range beyond the singular point, the value of the 
efficiency becomes negative. This fact means that the transformer is generating energy not only from the 
secondary coil to which the load resistances are connected, but also from the primary coil on the input side.  
 
 The author believes that each of the above mentioned items is interesting to the reader of this report, 
as well.  These shall be the core themes of research in the coming future.  
5. Summary and Conclusions 
 The author developed a new type of inverter which is composed of a unique driving circuit to be 
controlled by switching operation of the MOS transistors, and a transformer which is designed to produce 
unique magnetic configurations.  And, a series of experimental tests to confirm the feasibility of the 
inverter were performed. The tests were made under the following conditions: 
1) To use driving pulses of spike wave form, which have much less direct current components..   
2) To use a transformer designed to produce a magnetic configuration composed of a pair of counter magnetic 
fields of the same polarity to repel each other  
3) To use a special circuit driving method to amplify the output power of the transformer to a large extent, by 
means of shortening the repetition cycle of the spike wave pulse, and of superimposing the transient waves 
still remaining in the transformer’s coils onto the lately input spike pulse.   
 In the result of a series of experiments, the following points are discovered:  
  #1  Efficiency of the tested inverters, is improved to a considerable extent, by introducing spike wave form 
pulse to drive the circuit, compared to the case in which square wave pulse having a DC component is used.  
 #2  Efficiency of the tested inverters, is much improved by introducing into the inverter system the magnetic 
configuration composed of a pair of counter magnetic fields to repel each other, compared to the case of an 
ordinary transformer.  
 #3  Efficiency of the tested inverters, is far more improved by using “quick spike wave” pulse having a shorter 
repetition cycle as the input current, instead of the normal spike wave pulse mentioned in #2, than in the 
case of #2 .  
 The author believes that the above discoveries can be explained based upon the hypothesis of 
“positive EMF” that has already been proposed in the references #1 and #2 of this report. However, the 
phenomenon that the efficiency of the tested inverters exceeds 100%, is still unexplainable. 
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